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Gantz/8 by Hiroya Oku Hiroya Oku (å¥¥ æµ©å“‰ Oku Hiroya, born September 16, 1967 in Fukuoka, Fukuoka) is a mangaka who is the creator of Gantz, Zero-One
and HEN, all of which have been serialized in Young Jump. He has finished working on his most renowned manga, Gantz, which began in July 2000. Hiroya Oku |
Gantz Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia Hiroya Oku(|å¥¥ æµ©å“‰|Oku Hiroya) born September 16, 1967 in Fukuoka, Fukuoka is a mangaka who is the creator
of Gantz, Zero-One and Hen, all of which have been serialized in Young Jump. He is currently working on Phase 3 of Gantz. Hiroya Oku - Wikipedia Hiroya Oku
(å¥¥ æµ©å“‰, Oku Hiroya, born September 16, 1967) is a manga artist who is the creator of Gantz, Zero One and HEN, all of which have been serialized in Weekly
Young Jump. He is finished working on his most renowned manga, Gantz , which began in July 2000.

Gantz Omnibus Volume 1 by Hiroya Oku - PenguinRandomhouse.com About Gantz Omnibus Volume 1 An erotic, science-fiction horror epic, Hiroya Okuâ€™s
Gantz is a sensation in Japan, setting the bar for outrageous, shocking, and bizarre manga, not for children or the easily offended. Gantz Volume 8: Hiroya Oku:
Amazon.com: Books Gantz Volume 8 [Hiroya Oku] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Without giving anything away, suffice it to say that this
might be the watershed volume of Gantz. It's the end of the great Buddha battle. Full Gantz Book Series by Hiroya Oku The Gantz book series by Hiroya Oku
includes books Gantz/1, Gantz/2, Gantz/3, and several more. See the complete Gantz series book list in order, box sets or omnibus editions, and companion titles.

Gantz G Volume 1 by Hiroya Oku | PenguinRandomHouse.com About Gantz G Volume 1 An adult science-fiction manga horror show, Gantz G is a spin-off side
tale set in the epic Gantz universe. Written by series creator Hiroya Oku and illustrated with stunning realism by Keita Iizuka. Gantz/1 book by Hiroya Oku Thriftbooks Gantz is a completely unpredictable series, and none of the characters are safe. The roster switches up considerably as the series progresses, so there's
always a sense of danger. Kudos to Dark Horse for finally bringing this series over (and putting it on a bi-monthly schedule. Gantz Volume 36: Hiroya Oku:
9781616555870: Amazon.com: Books Hiroya Oku is a manga artist who is the creator of Gantz, Zero One and HEN, all of which have been serialized in Young
Jump. He is finished working on his most renowned manga, Gant z, which began in October 2009.

Gantz - Wikipedia Gantz/Osaka has been published in Japan (showing the stories of the Gantz Osaka team), while Gantz/Nishi has started publication (showing the
life of Nishi), and Gantz no Moto has Hiroya Oku telling the story on how he got into the manga business and what films influenced him.
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